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The term etc. is used to textually terminate a list that remains conceptually open.
The proposed project intents on documenting the ‘et cetera’ within a design
challenge: references, initial ideas, working methods—the raw materials.
In order to construct an aura of authority and expertise, the design discipline often
presents its process as a linear, streamlined path from conception to result; trial and
errors and false starts are often glossed over in favor of the polished outcome.
The goal of etc. is to stimulate exchange and discovery among the design community
by highlighting these crucial, but often overlooked elements.
As both a facilitator and a curator, etc. will contain two components: a submission
based website, and a print publication. The grant will go toward the setup and initial
operation of the online platform, as well as the publication of the first print issue.
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1. ONLINE PLATFORM = COLLECTION / (RE)DISCOVERY
We are living in a culture of sharing: Facebook (social), Instagram (images), Cowbird
(story); several user driven services, such as Pinterest, and FFFFound, are tailored
directly to the design disciplines with its emphasis on visual. However, the resulted
collection tends to be a contextless gathering of attractiveness and craftsmanship,
rather than becoming a beneficial tool for conceptual advancement.
By creating a depository where raw materials, the ideation, is the subject of sharing,
etc. hopes to provide creative individuals an online place to post/share items that
inspire them, and perhaps can further inspire many others.
Key components:
- The site will be populated by user submissions; including doodles, news article,
poetry, music, podcast...
- It is NOT a portfolio site of finished works, but a growing database of references
and ideas during a project’s evolution.
- Emphasizes on the thinking rather than the aesthetic.
- Potential applications: personal brainstorm map, design class documentation,
studio content sharing.
2. PRINT PUBLICATION = DOCUMENTATION / REACTION
As an extension to its web presence, etc. zine is conversational and process-driven,
amplifying the forking paths and dead ends. Targeting towards the design community,
each themed issue will utilize the online database as foundation, curate posts and
generate additional print-only features, such as collaborative project, writing and
interview. The publication is a physical testament to etc.’s overarching goal; using the
online platform as a source of inspiration and methodology, and from there, bringing
new projects into the world.
Key components:
- A zine that curates and reacts upon the online repository, generates new contents
back to the community.
- Utilize various design strategy to differentiate etc. zine from current design
publications: such as binding, printing method and paper selection.
- The publication is a physical keepsake, as well as a promotional object expanding
etc.’s participant and revenue.
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Project Budget

WEB

$ 2,000		
			

Web developer: Ruben Rodriguez (rubenrodriguez@gmail.com)
Domain, hosting, and content management. 		

PRINT

$ 1,600		

Acme Bookbinding Co. (manny@acmebook.com)

			For 100 copies of the first issue: 6 x 9", full color, 60# uncoated
			

paper, softcover, max. 200 pages, adhensive bound, apply black

			cloth to spine.
COLLABORATOR

$1,000		

Stipend allocated for collaborating designers / editors.

TOTAL

$4,600

Grant Amount Requested

$ 4,600
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Education

E x pEr iEncE

學歷

Rhode Island School of Design | Providence, RI
mfa in gr aphic design, 2010–13
Langara College | Vancouver, Canada
continuing studies in design & ideation, 2009–10
McGill University | Montreal, Canada
bs in architecture, 2004–08
sk ills

技能

specializes in publications and narrative-driven projects.
proficient in indesign, photoshop, illustrator.
Working knowledge of Google sketchup, robofont.
Foundation in html and css.
skilled in watercolor, charcoal, pencil, collage;
incorporating elements into graphic design solution.
Fluent in English and mandarin.

經驗

OCD | The Original Champions of Design | New York, NY
design intern, 2012
primary designer of the catalogue for the bearden project;
responsible for design execution and content organization, weekly
progress update, and obtaining printing estimates. the catalogue
was published in 2012 by the studio museum harlem. also
actively involved in design assignments for the high line and the
abyssinian baptist church in harlem.
RISD Graphic Design Triennial | Providence, RI
design team leader, 2012
headed a small team of students in designing the show’s catalogue:
facilitating concept/design development, maintaining schedule
and reporting to curators. the catalogue was delivered on time and
featured prominently in the final exhibition.
Piscatello Design Centre | New York, NY

accomplishmEnts

成就

interviewed by smokelong Quarterly | USA | 2012
interviewed by therawbook.com, on participating in
lolita book cover contest | USA | 2012
interviewed by la Jeunesse, a graphic design forum | China | 2011
Featured in Good to know Zine no. 4 | Malaysia | 2009
recipient of award of originality, benQ award | Taiwan | 2009
E x hibitions

design intern, 2011
developed brand logos and executed brand’s visual systems
across various mediums; including promotional paper material,
signage and wall mural.
Synta Optical | Suzhou, China
manager, 2009
co-headed a small team on product research and development,
intimate involvement in content illustration and ui design.

展覽

risd Graphic design triennial | woods-gerry gallery, 2012
From this point Forward | gelman gallery, 2012
risd Grad Graphic design biennial | sol koffler gallery, 2012

Pacific Telescope Corporation | Vancouver, Canada
designer, 2008
developed packaging designs for the company’s products.
LWM Architects | Taipei, Taiwan
intern, 2007
Focused on physical model building, image rendering and
concept development.
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RISD Career Center | Providence, RI
peer advisor, 2012–13
directed students to available resources based on individual
circumstances and needs. provided insightful feedback
in resumé content, cover letter writing and portfolio curation.
Freelance
illustr ator, 2009–12
clients included: smokelong Quarterly, annalemma,
ricepaper magazine, Feathertale review,
literary review of canada, vancouver translink.
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